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What is the post-truth?

Source: https://en.oxforddictionaries.com/word-of-the-year/word-of-the-year-2016 

“denoting circumstances in which objective facts 
are less influential in shaping public opinion 

than appeals to emotion and personal belief”
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“If entire agencies aren’t allowed 
to use the words ‘evidence-
based’ or ‘science-based,’ it 
reminds me of an Inquisition writ 
small…”
“You in this audience are the 
nation’s best defense against 
climate change, famine, threats to 
national defense, and much 
more.”

2018 Annual AAAS Meeting
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Case study: climate change
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Slide courtesy of Dr. Susan Desmond-Hellmann (WCSJ, 2017)
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Scientists can bolster credibility by 
engaging with communities.

• We also bear some 
responsibility in failing to 
effectively communicate 
our discoveries. 
• Take the example of nano!
• Need to promote science 

education at all levels
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• Event: “Science Communication in a Post-
Truth World” 3/1/18 (location: 2-105; 
RSVP: https://goo.gl/6sp1Lx)

• National Nano Day
• Cambridge Science Festival (4/19)
• KI is looking for volunteers for outreach 

program with local high schools (contact: 
ereinfel@mit.edu)
o 3/30 (drug delivery demo)
o Other field trips March-June

Resources and Opportunities

Source: https://www.socialsciencespace.com/2016/12/research-communicating-
science-post-truth-era/

mailto:ereinfel@mit.edu


US#Science#Fes*val#
Ni/y#Fi/y#Tour,#All#
Girls#High#School#in#MD#

Middle#
#School#
DNA#Labs#

AAAS#Family#
Day+#KeynoteS#

2nd#grade#
op6cs#

Middle#School##
Teacher##Interns#

Belcher#Museum#of#Science#
#Exhibit,#Bosotm#

Women#in#Science#Week,#High#School#Students##

Biochem#for#Kids#



STEM Education is our Future





• Question 1: Why do we deny scientific 
evidence?

Discussion Questions
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• Question 2: What constitutes effective 
scientific communication?

Discussion Questions
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• Question 2: What constitutes effective 
scientific communication?

1. Listen
2. Step back and identify uncertainties/questions
3. Communicate using simple facts (%, etc.)
4. Listen and discuss (test the messaging not the 

audience)

Discussion Questions
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• Question 3: Besides nanoscience, what other 
emerging techs do you anticipate would benefit 
from better communication efforts with the 
public?

Discussion Questions
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• We also bear some responsibility 
for public mistrust when we fail to 
broadly communicate our own 
discoveries.

• Engage with the public through 
community-led activities and learn 
how to communicate science more 
informally.

Take home
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